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Bendigo & District Flyfishers Inc.
Minutes of Committee Meeting Thursday 3rd December 2015
At Brennan Park Clubrooms
The Vice President opened the meeting at 7:45pm.
Present:
J. Willey, G. Hellsten, R. Garlick, A. Jacobs, A. Chisholm, S. Charles, T. Charles
and D. Keegan.
Apologies: L. Crimeen, D. Keegan and R. Booth.
Minutes of the previous meeting were read and confirmed a true and accurate record.
Moved: R. Garlick 2nd: A. Chisholm Carried
Treasurer’s Report:
There was no report as the Treasurer’s was absent.
Correspondence:
1.
Bank statement; and
2.
Email from Bunnings.
General Business:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

There is a Fishing and 4WD Expo in Bendigo on the 4th March. Greg Heelsten
suggested that our club man a joint site with the Calder Club. Greg to follow up.
Greg Hellsten has procured the books for the barkers Creek Res study. The VP thanked
Greg for all the effort he has put in on this project.
It was suggested that we hold a social day with the Calder Club in the new year.
Damian Keegan to contact Calder Club.
Meeting for the planned NZ trip at the end of 2016 to be held in March. Those
interested to contact Jeff Willey.
‘Come Try the Fly Day’ at Crusoe Res on Sunday the 14th Feb starting at 10am and
finishing at 2pm. BBQ sausage sizzle and drinks for sale as part of the Bendigo
Councils’ Summer activities program. Committee meeting on the 21st Jan to discuss this
issue.
Steve Charles reported that a non club member caught a fish in early December. He also
said that the Goulburn River is fishing well.

There being no further business the President closed the meeting at 8:35PM.

Jeff Willey
Sec

PRESIDENTS REPORT

I hope everyone has had a good break over the Christmas /New Year period and mange to spend some
quality time with family and were able to get some fishing in.

I unfortunately have not been able to wet a line to much over the last month. However, I have been able to
spend some time at the fly bench and also working on the build of my new cane rod. This had me thinking
about why join a club and probably more aimed at not those in the club but those who will probably read this
online.
Everyone will join a club for a number of reasons which will be different to each individual and their needs. I
personally have found it is a great way to share knowledge and gain experience with like-minded people that
has made my fishing journey more pleasurable. By being involved I have attempted things that I may not have
ever done. Along the way there have been times that I have had to go outside the club to gain the knowledge
of a particular area or just run at it on my own and learn from trial and error.
This knowledge or failures is not wasted. By bringing it back to the club its great to open discussion and
gather other ideas and experiences from different perspectives which ultimately increases the fishing pleasure.
Its interesting seeing on different social mediums of people trying to increase their knowledge and I do invite
these people to come down to the club. We may just be able to fit that last piece of jigsaw puzzle your looking
for or you may also have that missing piece that we are looking for. Its only through building the club that we
as individuals will build on our knowledge and development.
Please keep an eye on the website and facebook for upcoming events. In particular, the Come and Try day
being held at Crusoe Res on the 14th of Feb and the fundraising BBQ we will be holding out at Bunnings
Epsom.
I will endeavour to get some of the recipes for my native flies up in the next newsletter
Damian
January ‘16

New Zealand trip August 2015.

The ‘Kereru Lodge’ on the Tauranga-Taupo River.
Early in the month Joe Singe, John Goulden, Col Holland, Bob Evans and I travelled to Turangi in New
Zealand to fish the Tauranga-Taupo River. We were based at the ‘Kereru Lodge’ on the River.
We arrived in
cold damp weather late Sunday evening. We had received good reports that the fishing was excellent with plenty
of big trout throughout the river. Our opening day account was very encouraging and we bagged some ten large
hard fighting Rainbows [2 ½ -5 lb.] these trout are totally wild; this is not a stocked fishery. Most of the
Rainbows were caught on small ‘Glow Bugs’ and ‘Hair and Copper Nymphs.’ Once we worked out how to set up
our rigs we were into them. Wow what an exciting trip this was turning out to be. The next two days really
turned it on with forty three big fish brought to the bank and numerous trout been early released. At times my
reflexes were just not up to it and I dropped many good trout, I believe they were lightly hooked and once they
made it to the faster water they were off, the others anglers were more fortunate. We struggled the day after
heavy overnight rain and fast rising dirty water, but we still managed to bag a few. We managed sixty two big
trout [all 2 1/2 – 5lb.] over four and a half days of terrific trouting, It is a great feeling to look down on a four
pounder with a size fourteen Nymph in its jaw instead of a large Wooley Bugger. This was our best New Zealand
trip for fish numbers for many years. Love to do it all again.
Roger Aug. 2015.

Typical Big Rainbows [ Note the tails on these wild fish.]

Glen’s Dream
2015 Australian National fly fishing championships
by Glen Eggleton
The Australian National Fly Fishing Championships ( “ Nationals”) were held in the Snowy Mountains of
NSW from 25 to 28 November 2015.Together with 56 other fly fishers I had qualified to compete in the
Nationals by reason of results achieved in State based competitions. Coming into the Nationals I was sitting
in 6th place in the rankings which are all important to team selection for international competitions.
A week prior to the Nationals I watched Peter Senior at age 56 turn back the clock to win the Australian
Masters golf. I sent the following text to Chris Bassano ;
“ If Peter Senior can win the Australian Masters then guess who might win the Nationals. ”
The venues for the Nationals were as follows; Murrumbidgee River at Bolaro
Murrumbidgee River at Yaouk
Lake Eucumbene ; Buckenderra Arm to be fished from a boat Lake Caddigat at Dixieland to be fished from a
Boat
Lake Rodney George at Dixieland to be fished from the bank ( no wading ).
On the night before the competition gale force winds ( 100kph ) hit the Snowy Mountains. My draw
dictated that I would fish Lake Rodney George from the bank in my first session.I was grateful not to have
drawn the Buckenderra Arm of Lake Eucumbene. It must have been awful for those who had to fish
Eucumbene first up in metre high waves.
Session 1 Lake Rodney George
We were told that this attractive looking lake held a good head of resident fish and that it had recently
been stocked with small rainbow trout. The bank was marked out into a number of beats and each
competitor was to fish 3 beats for 1 hour each with 15 minutes allowed to move between beats. I had
drawn beats 3,5 and 7; to be fished in that order. Beat 3 was on the far side of the lake which meant that
the gale force wind would be at my back during my first rotation. On arriving at my beat I was encouraged
to see a small rainbow rise close to the bank.Wading in the lake was not permitted and the bank was
heavily vegetated. I assembled my collapsible stripping basket plus two rods ( Hardy Zenith 10 feet #7 ) one
with a clear intermediate and the other with an old floating line that I use specifically for nymphing. My
first mistake was to tie on three flies given the windy conditions and high bank. I soon reduced the number
to two.I started fishing with the clear intermediate in the area where I had seen the rise. On about my third
cast a small rainbow ate the sunburst Kate McLaren ( top dropper ) when I hung the flies close to the
bank.Unfortunately it did not stay on long and as things turned out it was to be the only fish I touched in
the first hour. When the hooter sounded at the end of the first session I bundled up my gear and headed to
beat 5 as fast as I could. I had seen several fish hooked and some landed from this beat during the first
session. It wasn't long before fish were being hooked and some landed. The small rainbows seemed to love
the small bead head hares ear nymph with orange rabbit fur tail that I had put on the top dropper. I landed
5 fish and lost twice that number including some large resident fish. I was feeling much happier as I moved
to beat 7 for my final session. From beat 7 I was casting directly into the gale. During one cast my fly line
was blown off course and up into a tree.I had one take on this beat and landed one fish. I had landed 6 fish
and the next best score was 2 fish.
At the end of the competition I noticed that I had only scored 5 fish from Session 1. I now realise that my
controllers had only recorded 5 of my 6 fish . I had signed the score card without checking it. There is an
important lesson to be learned from this . In future I will keep a piece of paper under my cap and a pencil
close at hand. I will record each fish and cross check my score sheet at the end of the session.It could have
been a very costly mistake and I would only have had myself to blame.
Session 2 Murrumbidgee River at Yaouk
When I arrived at beat 4 I discovered that it had been fished in the morning session by Jon Stagg and that
Jon had landed something like 9 fish. On the plus side this meant the beat held plenty of fish but it also
meant that many of them had been caught or hooked a few hours earlier.i knew that Jon would not have
missed many. Looking at the beat there was good water at the bottom, then a poor shallow run leading to
good water in the middle and some good water near the top of the beat. I decided to start fishing from the

middle of the beat up on the assumption that the bottom section would have been thoroughly fished by
Jon.Within the first 30 minutes I took 4 fish from the middle pool double nymphing. After that I struggled
landing only one more fish from the top of the beat and losing 3 others.I went to the bottom of the beat
towards the end of the session and touched one fish there. Five fish gave me a first for the session.
I give much credit to my success in this session to the Martin Droz seminar that I had attended a couple of
weeks before the Nationals.The seminar instilled me with confidence to try different presentations and
simplified a number of aspects of nymphing which I had over-complicated.
Session 3 Murrumbidgee River at Bolaro
In the early morning light it was impossible to judge the depth of parts of my beat ( especially the bottom
section that was partly in shade). I knew from conversations the night before that Jon Stagg had fished this
beat in session 2 and had landed something like 9 fish.In the middle of the beat there was a nice run and
above that a long slow moving pool.In the morning light the bottom of the beat remained a mystery.As I
rigged up a dry fly rod and my nymphing rod ( Hanak Superlight 9 feet 6 inch #4) i thought I saw a rise in the
flat water below the good run. I decided to start my fishing there. I fished the area with a sedge crawling
along the bank until I saw a platypus and realised I had been deceived .When I stood up I could see that I
had been fishing shallow water that was unlikely to hold fish. I moved on to the good looking run and
started nymphing.I landed 3 fish in quick succession and lost 1. I still had 90 minutes remaining and had
fished the obvious good water in my beat. I now had to decide how to approach the long slow moving pool.
I began by fishing close to the banks with a dry fly but nothing happened.I then got into the river and
started nymphing the pool. At its deepest it was probably 2 meters deep. Basically there was no or little
flow so the nymphs had to worked. When I felt the first tap from a fish that I missed I knew success would
come with persistence. I landed 2 solid fish from this pool and lost 2 or 3 others. One fish that I hooked and
saw side on as he turned following the strike was a large fish but it did not stay on for long. Five fish gave
me a first for this session.
Session 4 Lake Eucumbene
The draw had me fishing the lake from a boat with Geoff Naylor. Geoff fishes Lake Eucumbene often and I
regarded it as a distinct advantage for me to have drawn Geoff as my boat partner.Basically I was happy to
go wherever Geoff suggested. I set up my Hardy Zenith with a DI 5 and a Sunburst Kate McLaren on the top
dropper, Hot Lips on the middle dropper and a small red and black bead head woolly bugger on the point.
My plan was to change my top dropper fly regularly and to leave the other two flies in place.After about an
hour Geoff said “ we should get a fish off this point” and almost instantI l had a solid take. Mind you Geoff
had said “ we should get a fish off this point” a hundred times already.I landed a good brown just before
the wind was due to blow our boat onto the rocks.The fish had eaten my point fly. When released the fish
floated belly up and my heart sank. The fish was retrieved in the landing net and after some gentle coaxing
the fish revived and swam off. With about an hour to go I had another take and landed a second fish ; this
time on Hot Lips. Geoff managed to land a rainbow for the session on a Cormorant on his top dropper. Two
fish landed was the best result for my group and I took first place based on size .
Session 5
Going into this session I knew that John Arbordi and Jon Stagg were one or two ranking points behind me. I
deliberately did not look at the actual standings. I knew that a first or second in the last session was what I
needed. I drew Tom Jarman my fellow team member for the WFFC 2016 as my boat partner. As I was
getting my gear from the car I saw Tom speaking to Jon Stagg. Jon is also a member of our WFFC 2016
team. I overhead Jon say to Tom; “ Bring him home Tom”.I was very touched by this. Here was my nearest
rival in the Nationals urging one of his team mates to bring his fellow team mate home.Competition fly
fishing may be highly competitive but it breeds close friendships and good sportsmanship.
I set up my Hardy Zenith with a DI 7 and the same set of flies as I had started with on Lake Eucumbene.
After about my second cast from the boat my flyline got caught around a locker cleat. I pulled the line to
free it and the cleat cut cleanly through the flyline. As I retrieved the fly ine from the water Tom hooked up.
My session was not off to a good start. Tom landed the fish as I switched to a Seep 7 flyline. I noticed that
Toms fish had eaten a Krystal Cat on his top dropper. I also had noticed that Tom was employing a fast rolly
polly retrieve. I followed suit .Tom seemed to be hitting fish after fish and I was struggling to get a take.Tom
had laded 2 fish and dropped about 3 when I had my first take. I landed a rainbow on the Krystal Cat. A
short while later I had a take on the hang and landed a second fish this time on the point fly. Tom was
continuing to get lots of takes and had 4 fish landed.I saw one member of my group land 2 fish and another

competitor land 3 fish. With 20 minutes to go I knew I needed another fish . Tom was no longer getting
takes and my takes had been few and far between in any event.I switched to a floater ( my old never
cleaned nymphing line that sinks very slowly) with 19 feet of fluorocarbon leader.I put a bead head
Montana on the point,Red Holo Cruncher in the middle and Traffic Light Cruncher on the top dropper.My
eyes fixed on the loop of flyline from my rod tip as I slowly kept in touch with the flies. I saw the softest of
takes and drew the line tight with my left hand. A 46cm rainbow was soon in the net and my score sheet
was looking a lot better.Three fish gave me a second on fish size .
A dream had been realised and I was all set to relax and enjoy the presentation dinner and contemplate
where the win might take me in terms of team selection. On top of that I received some wonderful prizes
from our Sponsors Hardy & Greys ( 10 foot #4 Hardy Zenith Rod and Hardy Ultralite CLS reel with spare
cassettes.)
A special thanks to Peter Senior for inspiring me to reel in the years.

21st December, 2015
Bendigo & District Fly Fishers Inc.
Dear Jeff,
Congratulations! Your organisation has been allocated the following fundraising sausage sizzle
dates on Sunday 20th March, 2016.
Prior to running a fundraising sausage sizzle, all community groups are required to obtain ‘Public
Liability Insurance’ for at least $10 million and a copy of this (the document entitled ‘certificate of
currency’) is to be emailed or sent to our store
2 weeks before the date of your sausage sizzle (ASAP).
All community groups are also required to complete or obtain the “Statement of Trade” as
approved by Street trader online through the Bendigo City Council.
Please forward a copy of your Public Liability Insurance “Certificate of Currency”, council’s
temporary food permit “Statement of Trade” and the completed confirmation form (attached to this
letter) to Bunnings Epsom, 2 weeks prior to your allocated date.
Please note: To assist Bunnings with the large number of requests we receive, if we have not
received your Insurance, Confirmation form and Street Trader Permit 1 week before your
Fundraising Sausage Sizzle your scheduled date will be cancelled and issued to another
community group.
We ask that your sausage sizzle is operational between 9.00am – 4.00pm as a minimum,
throughout the prime selling period.
This is an opportunity for your ogranisation to generate substantial fundraising therefore it is
important that you order and bring adequate supplies to maximize this opportunity

If your group sells out of sausages/bread prior to 4pm on the day, you will be required to
purchase more products, continuing the sausage sizzle offer to customers until 4pm.

As a guide, approximate quantities you will require are below.
Please consider weather conditions, public holidays and long weekends
-

<30 – 40kg> sausages (Sausages required to be purchased from reputable food
safety accredited supplier)

-

<25-30> loaves bread
<10kg> onions
<5> litres condiments

Week day quantity guide
- <20 – 25kg> sausages (Sausages required to be purchased from reputable food
safety accredited supplier)
- <10 - 15> loaves bread
- <5kg> onions
- <3> litres condiments

We wish you all the best with your fundraising endeavors and look forward to the opportunity of
supporting your organisation.
Please contact me via email if you have any questions regarding your BBQ
Kind regards

Janelle Purtill
Activities Organiser
Bunnings Warehouse Epsom
Cnr Midland Highway and Toma Court
Bendigo Vic
Phone: 5449 4700
Fax: 5449 4799
Email: epsombendigoao@bunnings.com.au
Website: www.bunnings.com.au

